CENTRIFUGATION

INovation

ROUSSELET ROBATEL
Rousselet Robatel company situated in Annonay, South of
France, designs, manufactures and sells complete centrifugal
systems for the solid/liquid and liquid/liquid separation.
Over 250 years of combined experience allows ROUSSELET
ROBATEL to develop a solid technological expertise and build a
strong professional reputation based on quality and reliability.
The company became an expert in centrifugal separation from
lab to industrial scale.

THE WORLDWIDE SPECIALIST OF INDUSTRIAL
CENRIFUGES
OĿĳĺŕĚǄĚŕūĲƥĚČĺŠĿČîŕƐƭîŕĿǛČîƥĿūŠîŠēČūŠƥĿŠƭūƭƙƙĚĚŒĿŠĳ
for innovation are the mainstay of the company.
qūƑĚƥĺîŠĲĿĲƥĚĚŠūĲĺĿĳĺŕǋƐƭîŕĿĲĿĚēĚŠĳĿŠĚĚƑƙand
technicians work ūŠ continuous improvement îŠēēĚƙĿĳŠof
the machines which allows us to offer and deliver unique and
reliable ƙūŕƭƥĿūŠƙĲūƑƙƎĚČĿĲĿČƙĚƎîƑîƥĿūŠƥîƙŒƙ.

LYON
ANNONAY

Our mission is to supply technical support to our clients in
order to identify their needs and expectations and to offer
them the most suitable solutions.
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OUR HISTORY

Rousselet company foundation

Introduction of Rousselet
on the free market

Acquisition of Kromaton
Expert in Partition Centrifugal
Chromatography

1865

1982

1905
Robatel company foundation

2000

2011

1997

Takeover of Rousselet
by a new team

2016

Acquisition of Callebaut de
Blicquy

Rising of Rousselet Robatel

Expert in dyeing machines and
impregnation systems for textile
materials.

Expert in centrifugal separation

INNOVATION

OUR STRENGTH AND VALUES
FULLY INTEGRATED PRODUCTION
All our centrifugal systems are designed and manufactured
internally in our plant in Annonay (FRANCE).
Due to the fully integrated production all engineering studies,
and manufacture are carried out in a formal and methodical way in order to offer installations according to technical
ƙƎĚČĿǛČîƥĿūŠƙƎƑĚǄĿūƭƙŕǋēĚǛŠĚēǅĿƥĺîČŕĿĚŠƥunder strict
quality and safety standards.

TAILOR-MADE
SOLUTIONS

AUTOMA
ATISM

SOFTWARE

TURN
NKEY MADE IN
SOLUTION FRANCE

TECHNICAL
L

QUALITY SUPPPORTT

This way, at each key stage of production, from supplies
of raw materials and components, to different stages of
production in our preparation workshops, metalworking, machining and assembly, we operate systematically and with
appropriate and uncompromising quality control in accordance with established methods and procedures.

PROXIMITY

DESIGN
FULL
INSTALLATION

EFFECTIVE COOPERATION
Whether it’s about a special centrifuge or the complete
ƥƭƑŠŒĚǋƙūŕƭƥĿūŠȡǅūƑŒ¤~À¬¬/g/¹¤~¹/gɄƙƥĚČĺŠĿČîŕ
and commercial advisors in close collaboration with their
customers at every step of the project’s development.
from laboratory feasibility testing and preliminary design,
through pilot scale development and manufacture, up to
equipment commissioning and its on-site optimization in
industrial production.

WORLDWIDE PRESENCE
Rousselet Robatel is a company with a longstanding international approach.
×ĿîūƭƑƙƭċƙĿēĿîƑĿĚƙȡūĲǛČĚƙȡîĳĚŠƥƙîŠēēĿƙƥƑĿċƭƥūƑƙƎƑĚƙĚŠƥ
in the majority of geographical areas, the company establishes long-lasting relationships with local clients in order to
understand their limits, meet their needs and offer them the
advice and assistance they may ask for.
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OUR ACTIVITY SECTORS

Chemistry, Pharmaceutical
and Biotechnology

Metalworking
and metallurgy

Food industry

Environmental,
recycling and
ƙƎĚČĿǛČîƎƎŕĿČîtions

Textile
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SOLID/LIQUID
SEPARATION
Solid/liquid separation: separation of
mixed suspension of solid phase in
liquid.
It consists of two distinct methods:
ȟɉFiltration (or spinning)
ȟɉDecantation

IFU
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O
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LIQUID/LIQUID
EXTRACTION

CENTRIFUGAL PARTITION
CHROMATOGRAPHY:

ūŞŞūŠŕǋŒŠūǅŠîƙƙūŕǄĚŠƥĚǊƥƑîČtion, it consists of transfer of a substance contained in the dissolved state (or
solute) in a liquid phase to another liquid
ƎĺîƙĚĿŞŞĿƙČĿċŕĚǅĿƥĺƥĺĚǛƑƙƥūŠĚîŠēūĲ
a different density, thanks to the diffeƑĚŠČĚĿŠîĲǛŠĿƥǋūĲƥĺĿƙƙūŕƭƥĚĿŠƑĚŕîƥĿūŠƥū
these two phases.

¹ĚČĺŠĿƐƭĚĲūƑƎƭƑĿǛČîƥĿūŠîŠēȬūƑƙĚƎîƑîƥĿūŠ
ūĲČūŞƎūƭŠēƙȬŞūŕĚČƭŕĚƙǅĿƥĺĺĿĳĺîēēĚē
value. This chromatographic technique
implements a two-phase liquid system.
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SOLID/LIQUID SEPARATION
The solid/liquid separation by centrifugation can be achieved by two different technologies:
ČĚŠƥƑĿĲƭĳîŕǛŕƥƑîƥĿūŠȳūƑƙƎĿŠŠĿŠĳȴîŠēČĚŠƥƑĿĲƭĳîŕēĚČîŠƥîƥĿūŠȦ

ĚŠƥƑĿĲƭĳîŕǛŕƥƑîƥĿūŠ

Centrifugal decantation:
The centrifugal decantation (or sedimentation) is
performed thanks to the difference in densities of the
phases of the solution, which under centrifugal force,
will be separated. Solids with higher densities, radially
ǜîƥƥĚŠîĳîĿŠƙƥƥĺĚǅîŕŕūĲƥĺĚƑūƥîƥĿŠĳċūǅŕîŠēƥĺĚ
liquid phase, the lighter one, is concentrated towards
the axis of rotation of the bowl, so towards the center.

Separation of solid and liquid phases of one solution
ĿƙîČĺĿĚǄĚēċǋƥĺĚŕĿƐƭĿēǜūǅĿŠĳƥĺƑūƭĳĺƥĺĚǛŕƥƑîƥĿūŠ
media under the pressure generated by centrifugal
force. Filtration media, perforated basket wall, with
ĚǄĚŠƥƭîŕǛŕƥƑîƥĿūŠČŕūƥĺČūǄĚƑĿŠĳĿƥȡîŕŕūǅƙƙūŕĿēƙƑĚƥĚŠtion inside the rotating basket.

¹ĺƭƙČŕîƑĿǛĚēŕĿƐƭĿēĿƙƑĚŞūǄĚēĲƑūŞƥĺĚČĚŠƥƑĿĲƭĳĚċūǅŕċǋūǄĚƑǜūǅĿŠĳ
ūƑƥĺƑūƭĳĺîƙŒĿŞŞĚƑƎĿƎĚȦ

Feed slurry

Feed slurry

¡ĚƑĲūƑîƥĚē
ċîƙŒĚƥ

Evacuation

Liquid
evacuation

gĿĳĺƥĚƑŕĿƐƭĿē

GĿŕƥĚƑČŕūƥĺ
ǅĿƥĺēƑîĿŠĿŠĳ
ŞĚƙĺ

OĚîǄĿĚƑŕĿƐƭĿē

gĿƐƭĿē
îŒĚȬ¬ūŕĿēƙ

¬ūŕĿēƎîƑƥĿČŕĚ
ŞĿĳƑîƥĿūŠ
¤ūƥîƥĿūŠ

ūǅŕ
¬ĚēĿŞĚŠƥ

In this case the slurry can be fed into rotating basket.

In case of three phases solution.

¤ūƥîƥĿūŠ

ĺĚŞĿČîŕƙȬ¡ĺîƑŞîČĚƭƥĿČîŕƙȠ

ĺĚŞĿƙƥƑǋȠ ¡ūǅēĚƑƙȡČƑǋƙƥîŕƙȡēĿƙƎĚƑƙĿūŠƙȡ¡TȢ

×îČČĿŠĚƙȡĚŠǕǋŞĚƙȡĺǋēƑūǊĿēĚƙȦȦȦ

GūūēTŠēƭƙƥƑǋȠ

¡îƑîƎĺîƑŞîČǋȬ¡îƑîČĺĚŞĿƙƥƑǋȠ

×ĚĳĚƥîċŕĚƙȡĲƑƭĿƥƙȡŞîƑŒĚƥĳîƑēĚŠƙĚĚēƙȡƙƥîƑČĺȢ

ūƙŞĚƥĿČƎƑūēƭČƥƙȡČūŕŕîĳĚŠȡŠîŠūƎîƑƥĿČŕĚƙȡƎĿĳŞĚŠƥƙȢ

¤ĚČǋČŕĿŠĳȠ

GūūēĿŠēƭƙƥƑǋȠ

¡ŕîƙƥĿČîŠēŞĚƥîŕŕĿČǅîƙƥĚƎƑūēƭČƥƙĲūƑƑĚČǋČŕĿŠĳȢ

ŕîƑĿǛČîƥĿūŠūĲĲƑǋĿŠĳūĿŕƙȡƑîċĿČĳƭŞȡǅĿŠĚǋĚîƙƥȢ

qĚƥîŕǅūƑŒĿŠĳȠ¬ǅîƑĲîŠēČūŞƎūŠĚŠƥƙēĚȹūĿŕĿŠĳȡ
ČūŞƎūŠĚŠƥƙƙƎĿŠŠĿŠĳîŠēēƑǋĿŠĳîĲƥĚƑƙƭƑĲîČĚƥƑĚîƥŞĚŠƥȦ

¤ĚČǋČŕĿŠĳȠ ŕîƑĿǛČîƥĿūŠūĲĳŕîƙƙƎūŕĿƙĺĿŠĳîŠēƙĺîƎĿŠĳŕĿƐƭĿēƙȡūĲēĚƥĚƑĳĚŠƥƎƑūēƭČƥƙîŠēŕǋĚȦȦȦ
qĚƥîŕǅūƑŒĿŠĳȠ/ŕĚČƥƑūŕǋƥĚČŕĚîŠĿŠĳîŠēƑĚČǋČŕĿŠĳ
ĿŠĚŕĚČƥƑūČĺĚŞĿČîŕŞîČĺĿŠĿŠĳŕĿŠĚƙȡƑĚČūǄĚƑǋūĲ
ŞĚƥîŕƎūǅēĚƑƙĲƑūŞČūūŕîŠƥƙūƑƙūŕǄĚŠƥƙȦȦȦ

¹ĚǊƥĿŕĚȠ¬ƎĿŠŠĿŠĳūĲƥĚǊƥĿŕĚŞîƥĚƑĿîŕƙîŠēƎƑūēƭČƥƙ

îĲƥĚƑēǋĚĿŠĳȡǅîƙĺĿŠĳūƑċŕĚîČĺĿŠĳ

•Axis design:
ǄĚƑƥĿČîŕūƑĺūƑĿǕūŠƥîŕ
•Operating process:
ČūŠƥĿŠƭūƭƙȬƙĚŞĿČūŠƥĿŠƭūƭƙȬ
ċîƥČĺ
•Discharge principle:
îƭƥūŞîƥĿČūƑŞîŠƭîŕ
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If the solution is composed of three phases with two
immiscible liquids, the separation would follow the
same principle, where a heavier liquid phase will
collect in between the sediment and the lighter liquid
phase.
Separated liquids are removed from the centrifuge
bowl through dedicated skimmer pipes.

0-59-(ŽŽ0-59-()<86%'8-32
gĿƐƭĿēŽ/Žliquid extraction or
solvent extraction, consists
ĿŠƥƑîŠƙĲĚƑƑĿŠĳūŠĚȳūƑ
ŞūƑĚȴƙūŕƭƥĚȳƙȴČūŠƥîĿŠĚēĿŠ
a feed solution to another
ĿŞŞĿƙČĿċŕĚŕĿƐƭĿēȳƙūŕǄĚŠƥȴȦ
The solvent that is enƑĿČĺĚēĿŠƙūŕƭƥĚȳƙȴĿƙƥĺĚŠ
called extract and the feed
solution that is depleted in
ƙūŕƭƥĚȳƙȴĿƙČîŕŕĚēƑîĲǛŠîƥĚȦ

The general principle
ČūŠƙĿƙƥƙǛƑƙƥūĲŞĿǊĿŠĳƥĺĚ
initial liquid solution containing the solute with solvent
which has been chosen for
ĿƥƙîĲǛŠĿƥǋǅĿƥĺƥĺĚƙūŕƭƥĚȦ

After that, the created dispersion is decanted statically
(by gravity) in mixer-settlers
or dynamically under the
centrifuge force developed
by centrifugal extractors.

These two phases must be
immiscible and of different
densities and their contact
should allow at least partial
solute transfer.

Each extractor combines the
operations of mixing and
separation and presents one
stage of extraction.

Optimization
of solute’s transfer
usually requires several
stages and extraction is
achieved by counter current
through the required number of stages.

MIXER-SETTLERS
One stage of mixer-settler consists of two zones:
• Mixing zone where the turbine •Zone of static separationȳċǋ
mixes and pumps. The turĳƑîǄĿƥǋȴȦ
bine sucks the phases from
Coalescence grids help the
the adjacent settlers and after separation and the transfer of
contact transfers the formed
the separated phases is via
dispersion into the settler.
ūǄĚƑǜūǅĿŠĳƥĺĚǅĚĿƑƙūĲǅĺĿČĺ
one is adjustable.

Coalescence
plates

Motor

One stage of centrifugal extractor has two
zones:
ȟqĿǊĿŠĳǕūŠĚ where a disc (rotating or
ǛǊĚēēĚƎĚŠēĿŠĳūŠƥĺĚƥǋƎĚūĲĚǊtractor) allows a thorough mixing.
VENT CONNECTION
ȟ¬ĚƎîƑîƥĿūŠǕūŠĚ (bowl or decantation chamber) where, under the
centrifugal force generated by
rotation, the two phases of dispersion will be dynamically separated
îŠēƥƑîŠƙĲĚƑƑĚēċǋūǄĚƑǜūǅĿŠĳîƥ
the level of two weirs one of which
is interchangeable.

LIGHT PHASE
OUTLET
HEAVY PHASE
OUTLET

Mixer
Mixing and
pumping
turbine
LIGHT PHASE
INLET

CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTORS

Light phase
weir

ROTATION

HEAVY PHASE
INLET

2 Ý¡ ċîƥƥĚƑǋ

SHAFT
ROTATION
LIGHT PHASE WEIR
HEAVY PHASE WEIR

LIGHT PHASE
OUTLET

HEAVY PHASE
OUTLET

INTERPHASE

Our
extractors are
available in two versions:

HOUSING

ROTATING BOWL

PUMPING
TURBINE

MIXING DISC

LIGHT PHASE INLET

HEAVY PHASE INLET

DRAIN

ȟqūŠūȹƙƥîĳĚȳÝ¡ƥǋƎĚ)
ŞūƭŠƥĚēĿŠċîƥƥĚƑǋ
• MƭŕƥĿƙƥîĳĚȳgÝƥǋƎĚ)

Mono stage extractor in
certain cases may be used for
liquid/liquid separation.

ĺĚŞĿƙƥƑǋȠ¡ƭƑĿǛČîƥĿūŠūĲîČƥĿǄĚƎƑĿŠČĿƎŕĚƙȡǅîƙĺĿŠĳūĲ

ƎūŕǋŞĚƑƙȦȦȦ

¡îƑîƎĺîƑŞîČǋȠ /ǊƥƑîČƥĿūŠūĲîƑūŞîƙȡĚƙƙĚŠƥĿîŕūĿŕƙȦȦȦ
GūūēĿŠēƭƙƥƑǋȠ¡ƭƑĿǛČîƥĿūŠūĲĲūūēČūŞƎūŠĚŠƥƙȦȦȦ
¤ĚČǋČŕĿŠĳȠ/ĲǜƭĚŠƥƥƑĚîƥŞĚŠƥȡƙūŕǄĚŠƥƑĚČǋČŕĿŠĳȦȦȦ
qĚƥîŕǅūƑŒĿŠĳȠ¡ƭƑĿǛČîƥĿūŠūĲƎƑĚČĿūƭƙŞĚƥîŕƙȦȦȦ
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CENTRIFUGAL PARTITION CHROMATOGRAPHY
Operating principle of the centrifugal partition chromatography is very simple.
A system composed of 2 liquids constitutes the core:
ȟɉOne of the phases is chosen to be stationary.
¹ĺĿƙƎĺîƙĚĿƙŞîĿŠƥîĿŠĚēƙƥîƥĿūŠîƑǋċǋČĚŠƥƑĿĲƭĳîŕǛĚŕēȦ
ȟɉThe other phase is mobile.
This phase, by means of a pumping system, goes through the column created by the centrifugation.
The solutes of interest are injected on the top of column and will migrate along it. They are carried by the
mobile phase and will be distributed along the column between two liquids, according to their partition
ČūĚĲǛČĿĚŠƥƙȳƑîƥĿūċĚƥǅĚĚŠƥĺĚČūŠČĚŠƥƑîƥĿūŠūĲƥĺĚČūŞƎūƭŠēĿŠƥĺĚƙƥîƥĿūŠîƑǋƎĺîƙĚîŠēƥĺĚČūŠČĚŠtration of the solute in the mobile phase).

ŒɨǦ
Œɨǧ
ŒɨǧǦ

'ĚƥĚČƥūƑ

ƥ0

ĿŠŏĚČƥĿūŠ

ƥ1

ƥ2

ŒɨǦūƭƥŕĚƥ

ŒɨǧūƭƥŕĚƥ

ƥ1

ƥ2

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTION IS OUR DAILY MISSION !
The diversity of the industrial sectors that we cover, the variety of applications our
ĚƐƭĿƎŞĚŠƥĿƙƙƭĿƥîċŕĚĲūƑȡƥĺĚŠƭŞċĚƑūĲƙƎĚČĿǛČƑĚƐƭĚƙƥƙƥĺîƥūƭƑČƭƙƥūŞĚƑƙîƑūƭŠē
the world have submitted to us, allow us today, in case of a particular demand, to
ƑĚŕǋūŠîƙūŕĿēċîƙĚūĲƎƑĚǄĿūƭƙîČĺĿĚǄĚŞĚŠƥƙȡČūŞċĿŠîƥĿūŠƙūĲƙūŕƭƥĿūŠƙîŠēƥƑîČŒ
records, unique in the world of designers and manufacturers of centrifuges, to offer
THE centrifuge or THE centrifugation module YOU require.

CERTIFICATION
EEX… IP… UL… CSA

RELIABILITY

E EN
EN IISO
SO E
U D
IN
CE
EU
DIN

SAFETY

ATEX II 2 GD

ATEX
A
TEX IIII 2 G

CONFORMITY
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ƥ3

ŒɨǧǦūƭƥŕĚƥ

ƥ3

¹ĿŞĚ

A WORLDWIDE
INFLUENCE

HEADQUARTERS

¤~À¬¬/g/¹¤~¹/g
45 Avenue Rhin et Danube
Parc d’activité économique de Marenton
ǦǭǧǦǪss~sÞȹG¤s /
¹ĚŕȦȠɤǩǩȬȳǦȴǪǭǫǬǯǨǨǧǧ
GîǊȠɤǩǩȬȳǦȴǪǭǫǬǭǬǯǮǦ
E-mail: rousselet.sa@rousselet.com

Internet: WWW.ROUSSELET.COM
CZECH REPUBLIC
Rousselet Robatel CZ
¡ūĎĚƑŠĿČŒïǯǬ
èȶǧǦǮǦǦ¡ƑîĺîǧǦ

¹ĚŕȠɤǪǨǦǨǯǬǪǧǧǪǦǨ
GîǊȠɤǪǨǦǨǯǬǪǧǧǪǦǩ
E-mail: info@rousselet.cz

Internet: WWW.ROUSSELET-ROBATEL.COM

USA

¤ūċîƥĚŕTŠČȦ
ǭǦǩØĚƙƥOūƭƙîƥūŠĿČ¬ƥƑĚĚƥ
¡T¹¹¬GT/g'
MA 01201
¹ĚŕȠɤǧǪǧǩǪǯǯǪǮǧǮ
GîǊȠɤǧǪǧǩǪǯǯǫǬǪǮ
E-mail: sales@robatel.com

ROUSSELET ROBATEL - 2018

UK

¤ūƭƙƙĚŕĚƥÀegƥē
¡îƑŒƙĿēĚOūƭƙĚȡǧǭ/îƙƥ¡îƑîēĚ
O¤¤~H¹/
s~¤¹OÞ~¤e¬OT¤/OHǧǫgG
¹ĚŕȠɤǪǪȳǦȴǧǪǨǩǫǩǦǦǯǩ
GîǊȠɤǪǪȳǦȴǧǪǨǩǫǩǦǧǨǦ
E-mail: sales@rousselet-robatel.co.uk

